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METRIC VARIANTS OF THE BREZÏS-BROWDER ORDERING PRINCIPLE
0. Introduction Let X be a nonempty set and let i be a quasi-ordering (i.e., a reflexive and transitive relation) over X. Given a function tp :XR, call the point z e X, <p -maximal when z$w implies <*>(z) = <p(w) (that is, <p is constant on X(z,0 = = {weX; zsw}). To establish under which circumstances it is true that each element of 1 is bounded above by a <p -maximal one, a basic assumption must be made about our elements, namely (H.j) each ascending sequence in X has an upper bound (the ambient space being termed N-inductive in such a case). Under this framework, the following 1976 Brezis-Browder answer F4 ] to the considered problem is the start point of our developments. Theorem 1. Let the function <f be decreasing and bounded from below. Then, to each xeX ¿here corresponds a <f-maximal element z t X. wit.-x s z.
This principle, including the one of Ekeland [6] and having a number of interesting applications to convex as well as nonconvex analysis (as the above references show) has been generalized for the first time in 1982 by Altaian [l] and the author [12] . A common extension of these contributions has been obtained in the same y«ar by Galvi& ([7] | of. Section 1) and, respectively, two years later by Turinici [15] , using M. Turinlei different techniques. Finally, as a unifying effort in thie direction we mention the ¡385 Kang statement [8] incorporating all these results. The obtained contributions are, of course, interesting from a practical viewpoint, but we must emphasize that, in ell concrete cases when a maximality principle of triis type is to be applied, a substitution of it by the Brezis--Browder one is always possible. This fact raises the question of whether or net these generalizations of Theorem 1 are effective. IS .Is the main aim of the present exposition to show that the answer is negative or, to ba more precise, that the Kfijig caaximality principle we already quoted is nothing but an fc'julialent formulation "he Brezia-Browdar one. (C^) f d is < -asymptotic (to any x e X, £>o, there corresponds y ® y (x, e) ^ J C with d(u,v)< e for y $ u $ v) ae it can be readily verified. Seoondly, call the pseudometric d, £ -triangular whyn, for each e>0 there exists 5>o each that x^y^z and d(x,y) ,d(x,z )<6 imply d(y,z)<e. We remark in this context that, under (C^) d is $ -triangular the property of being d-Cauchy is equivalent, for an ascending sequenoe (* n ) ne j} with the (weaker in general) proV^rty of being d-sani-Cauchy (to any e>0 there corresponds = n{£ ) c N such that p»n implies d(3f n ,x p ) <£)• Accordingly -returning to the general oase (modulo (C^)) -term an (ascending) sequenoe (* n ) ne ji in X, d-semi-asyaiptotio when lim inf dfx^x^)»© as n -• 001 it will follow by the same way as before that the global conditions (C^) eaon ascending sequenoe is d-aemi-Cauohy (C^') e tch ascending sequence is d-seoii-asymptotio are mutually equivalent and, moreover, that aach of them implies (C^) d is $ -semi-asymptotic (to any x e X, e> 0, thare corresponds y = y(x,e)£ x with d(y,z)<e , for z * y). Under these facts, the following particular version -due to Kang [8] -of the above proposition may ba formulated. Theorem 3. Let the assumption (H 1 ) be valid and the pseudometric d on X be $-asymptotic. Than, for each xe X there exists a d-maximal element ze X with x $ z.
Proof. Define a function <pi X [0, <*>] by
Of course, hypotheses of Theorem 2 are fulfilled, as well as (H 2 ) (with z = y). Therefore, Proposition 1 is applicable, q.e.d.
As already precised, a sufficient condition for (C^J to be valid is (C 2 ) or, equivalantly, (C 2 ' ). Concerning tnis fact, let (Y,tj be a topological space and OeY a distinguished another. This fact has, of course, a theoretical impact on the above maximality principles bat, In general, not a practical one since, in many oonorete oases, one or another of them oan be more directly handled than the original Brezis-Browder one) aa a good illustration of this assertion we mention the solvability result (subsumed to Theorem 3) in the above quoted author's paper.
Matrioal lorn type results
Let be a quasi-c-rdered set. In the following, we shall be interested in determining circumstances under which 6 point x of X te T Joucd-.d above by a $ -maximal one, ze X (introduced ass z i w implies w$z). This is in fact a standard maximality problem of Zorn type and the natural way to solve it is, e.g., that an upper boundedness condition be imposed on every chain C (or, equivalently, on every well ordered part W) of (X,£). However, when an additional pseudometric structure is being added, this (transfinite) method seems to be somehow difficult to be followed (as a typical example of this kind being the author's maximality result in [14] ) and the legitimate question arises whether a denumerable upper boundedness condition of the form (H1) cannot replace it. To get an appropriate answer, the following consequence of Theorem 2 will be useful for us. Proposition 2.
Let the conditions of Theorem 2 be fulfille<i and, in addition assume (H3) J for each jt I with <p(y) * 0 there exists a $-ma-[ximal point z e X with y $ z.
Then, the Zorn property we formulated before is neoessarily holding.
As already preoised, the setting in which (H^) is to be discussed is the pseudometric one; so, let d:X 2 [0,00] be such an object. For each xeX and each subset Y of X, let d(x,Y) denote, as usually, the infimum of all distances d(x,y), y eYj under this convention, call the considered pseudometric d, weakly <-asymptotic when, to any x e X, £>0, Let us call the (ascending) sequence (x0)neJS in X, weakly d-asymptotic when for each n e N, e>iC, aae hsu d(x",x")<e for some o,q t n, p<q$ then, a suffiil--nt -i. r-i«Ion for (Cg) is (Cg ) to any ascending sequence ( x n ) ne jj in X and x e ubd (x n ) there corresponds y « y((x n ),x) £ x with: (7 n ) neN ascending in X(x,$) and d(x Q ,y n ) -»-0 as q-• 00 give y Q $y for some neN, hold. Then, conclusion of Theorem 5 remains valid.
Proof. Letting x e X be arbitrary fixed we get, by (Cg') in conjunction with Proposition 3 an ascending sequence U n ) neN in X with x neN, and d(x n ,X(u,S)) < 2" n , neN, x Q $ u.
Let y e ubd (x n ) be the point indicated by (H^); we claim each element % = z((x n ),y)^y taken in accordance with (C^' ) is a <-maximal one (and this will complete the argument). Indeed, given w^z, it follows, by the above property of (x n ) that an ascending sequence (y Q )cX(w,^) may be determined with d(x n ,y n ) 0 as n -> » j this, again with (C g ' ), gives for some neN, (henoe w^z), which was to be proved, q.e.d.
By convention, a sequence (x Q ) satisfying the requirement of (Cg') will be termed strongly bounded above. In particular, when d is a metric over X, the corresponding variant of Theorem 5' with (C^Q) in plaoe of (Cg) reduces to Theorem 1 in [14] , proved by a Zorn technique. A direct (logical) connection between this result and these of Section 1 cannot be (generally) established; some further considerations about this problem will be given elsewhere.
Transfinite variants of Theorem 3
As we had already occasion to say (cf. the introductory part), the second way of extending Brezis-Browder's ordering principle (or, equivalently, its metric variants given in Section 1) is the ordinality one. To be more precise, let UeU there corresponds p = p(U) e P such that (xQ,xr) eU for all q,reP(p,$), q$ r; note that, for the case of an (ascending) sequence, this property is stronger than that of being U-asycptotic (for each l eU there exists n = r( T J) e K with ' x m ,x m+1' c " ® e " T (n»i)) but, when all such sequences are involved, the reverse implication is also valid, in the sense that the global conditions CC 12 ) each asoending net is U-Cauahy (C 12 ') each ascending seqaenae is U-asymptotic are mutually equivalent, as it can be directly seen. Under these facts, the following answer to the above problem can be given. Theorem 7.
Let the pseudo-uniformity U on X fulfiling (C 12 ) (or {C 12 ')) be suoh that, for some basis V = (VJ^JJ of it, condition (H 4 ) is valid. Then, to eabh x e X there corresponds a U-maximal point z e X with x < z.
Proof. Summing up these developments we found that the above theorems -hence, a fortiori, their "universal" variants based on a general counterpart bf (H^) like (H^'J each asoending net (x p ) pe p where P is a well ordered set, has an upper bound as well as on a general index set M -are technically wductible to Zorn s theorem. But the converse of this faot is also valid| indeed, letting < be an ordering (that is, aa antisymmetric quasi-ordering) on X with rospect to which «ny well-ordered part ts bouoded above, denote by 5(1) tbm «loss of all amending sequences E * ^n^neK in I » Coder the convention (E{ n) ={* n .* n+1 U* n+1 ,* n+2 ),...}' ^c;5(X), n e N, let us put Uf = U{(S|f(2))i S e J(X)}, f€W 3{x) .
It is now clear that the family 1! = {ufj feK^X'} is a pseudouniformity over X for which (C^') being satisfies do, by Theorem 7 (under its "universal" form) we have that, each x€ X is bounded above by a U-maximal element ze X. We want to show z is ^-maximal (that is, z$w implies z = w). Suppose not; then, for the function f: 3(X) N defined as f((xQ)) = arbitrary, when (neN; xn = w} is empty = min {n e Nj xQ = w}, in the opposite case we cannot have (z,w) e U^,, contradicting the U-maximality property claimed for z, and ending the argument. In other words, the "universal" versions of Theorems 6 and 7 are (when taken as independent results) equivalent formulations of Zorn's theorem.
Returning to the initial statements it is clear that, when U is a uniformity on X in the sense of Bourbaki ([3] , Ch.2, § 2, Sect.1) the corresponding variant of Theorem 7 is easily shown to contain the maximality Valyi's result [16] proved by a direct Zorn argument. Also, we mention that the statement in Theorem 6 seems to be the most adequate one in deriving a further extension of the Nemeth's variational principle [11] (appearing as a (normed) vectorial variant of the one due to Bkeland [6] )} we shall give the necessary details in a forthcoming paper* 
